2008 IJME-NAIT Joint International Conference
The 2008 Conference
The International Journal of Modern Engineering (IJME) and its parent organization,
International Association of Journals and Conferences (IAJC) which include IJME
affiliates journals and conferences are pleased to announce the 2008 joint international
conference with the National Association of Industrial Technology (NAIT).
This conference like the 2006 IJME-INTERTECH conference intends to become one of
the most premier and prestigious conferences of the coming year. It is the only
conference that allows authors to not only publish in conference proceedings but also be
published in special issues of IJME and its growing list (six or more) of partner journals.
On behalf of The 2008 IJME-NAIT Conference Committee, we are inviting you to
submit papers in all areas of engineering, engineering technology, sciences and related
technologies. Please visit the journal Web site: www.ijme.us for more information.
Selected number of papers from the conference will be published in special issues of
IJME and its partner journals. We intend to publish as many papers as possible.
If you are interested in becoming a member of the planning committee, a division chair,
or a session chair, please contact Farrokh Attarzadeh, Conference Associate Chair (713743-4078), or Mark Rajai, Conference General Chair (859-572-5186).
Editorial Changes
IJME is very pleased to announce that Dr. Farrokh Attarzadeh of University of Houston
has joined us as our new Manuscript Editor. He has extensive editorial background and
was nominated and unanimously approved by the IJME Board of Directors.
Fall/Winter 2007 Special Issue of IJME
The Fall/Winter 2007 Special Issue of IJME is now available online at our web site:
www.ijme.us. For this special issue, IJME continued to select papers from its 2006
Conference. Included in this special issue are 12 interesting articles from the 2006
conference which were selected by several independent review committees, a software
review, and a book review. IJME is also continuing to publish several other selected
papers from the 2006 Conference in partner journals.
We hope you enjoy this issue. Your support and participation in the forthcoming 2008
Conference is encouraged. As always, we welcome your suggestions and comments.
Mark Rajai
Editor-in-Chief
Northern Kentucky University

Dan Jennings
Executive Editor
Texas A&M University
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